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Intelligence And The National Security
Moscow’s SVR foreign intelligence service said to be making use of clandestine hacking groups Cozy Bear, the Dukes and APT 29 ...
Russian intelligence poses new cyber attack threat, UK and US security agencies say
The US National Security Commission has issued a massive, 700 page "final report" on the impact of AI on defense and intelligence. The report's conclusions are concerning, and not without controversy.
The US National Security Commission issues its "Final Report on AI in Defense and Intelligence" - here are the takeaways
A drastic reform of intelligence activities is long overdue. The Cold War has been over for ten years. No country threatens this nation's existence. Yet we ...
National Insecurity: U.S. Intelligence After the Cold War
"And it's one that the intelligence community has long recognized as important to our national security, though we have not always made it a key priority." Climate change issues should "be fully ...
U.S. intelligence touts new emphasis on climate change, calling it an "urgent national security threat"
Director of National Intelligence (DNI ... that climate change must be “at the center” of countries' national security and foreign policy to address the issue properly.
Intelligence director Haines says climate change 'at the center' of national security
The number of targets of secretive surveillance in national security investigations fell sharply last year in large part because of the coronavirus pandemic, according to a government report released ...
Steep drop in national security surveillance during pandemic
The National Agency (NSA), the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Centre (NCSC), the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Agency (CISA), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) jointly released an ...
NSA, CISA, FBI, and the UK NCSC Further Expose Russian Intelligence Cyber Tactics
The Biden administration’s national security concerns over climate change mark a sharp shift from the Trump administration approach.
Revitalized U.S. urgency on climate change and national security
The Defense Intelligence Agency will transfer its authority over the National Intelligence University to the Office of the Director of National Intelligence on June 20. NIU will further its efforts to ...
Becoming the Intelligence Community’s University: NIU transitions to ODNI
Instead of just fighting for more data, the team at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory accepts the shortcoming and develops new ways around the problem. The approach is paying off, leading to ...
Sidestepping the thin data problem in national security
The Office of the Director of National Intelligence has issued its annual statistical transparency report on the U.S. intelligence community’s use of national security surveillance authorities. The ...
ODNI Issues Report on Use of National Security Surveillance Authorities; Ben Huebner Quoted
Rouhani: Offensive operations that must be carried out somewhere are adopted in SNSC and approved by Khamenei. All important issues in the region, Iraq, ...
Rouhani Acknowledges the Role of the Supreme National Security Council (SNSC) In Terrorism, Crimes, and Warmongering
2021-04-14T21:18:35-04:00https://images.c-span.org/Files/c6a/20210414103230003_hd.jpgIntelligence agency leaders testified on the current global threats at a Senate ...
Senate Select Intelligence Committee Hearing on National Security and Global Threats
The following is the April 23, 2021 Congressional Research Service In Focus report, National Security Implications of Fifth Generation (5G) Mobile Technologies. From the report National Security ...
Report to Congress on National Security Implications of 5G Technology
Benji Hutchinson, an industry veteran and a biometrics and AI leader, will lead NEC National Security Solutions as president and Patricia Ford will serve as facility security officer of NEC NSS to ...
NEC Forms Subsidiary to Support US National Security Tech Requirements; Benji Hutchinson Quoted
NEC NSS specializes in the delivery of biometrics, identity, artificial intelligence and computer vision applications to U.S. government agencies.
NEC National Security Systems launches to deliver biometrics to US government
Cyber Threat Intelligence Podcast: Maturing Security Operations (axellio.com) Originally Posted On: Cyber Threat Intelligence Podcast: Maturing Security Operations (axellio.com) Jeremy Leasher, ...
Cyber Threat Intelligence Podcast: Maturing Security Operations
Iran: Fearing a bigger defeat the clerical regime withdrew the appeal against the conviction of its diplomat-terrorist, Assadollah Assadi.
Mrs. Maryam Rajavi: The Ministry of Intelligence and the IRGC should be included in EU’s terrorist list
NEC Corporation of America, a leading technology integrator of advanced IT, networking, communications, and multimodal biometric solutions, is proud to announce the launch of their newest company, NEC ...
NEC Corporation of America Launches FOCI-Mitigated Subsidiary NEC National Security Systems, Inc.
Todd Probert, president of CACI International‘s (NYSE: CACI) national security and innovative solutions sector, said the NSIS group focuses on developing technology platforms intended to help its ...
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